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Local layer structures in circular domains of an achiral bent-core mesogen observed
by x-ray microbeam diffraction
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The local layer structures have been investigated by x-ray microbeam diffraction in the circular domains of
the SmCP phase of a banana-shaped molecule. Originally, the molecules form tilted layers with a certain tilt
angle as well as nontilted ones. The application of a low electric field induces a tilted layer with a continuous
change of the tilt angle; i.e., the tilted layer gradually changes the tilt angle, finally being upright at the center
of circular domains. Upon application of a high electric field, the smectic layer forms a cylindrical-type
structure. The layer structure changes from cylindrical to onionlike after turning off the high field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of the antiferroelectricity in achir
bent-shaped molecules@1,2#, extensive studies have been i
tensively performed. The bent shape provides very inter
ing and attractive aspects to liquid crystal science from
viewpoint of the relationship between polarity and chirali
Namely, the tilt of achiral bent-shaped molecules indu
layer chirality, which may be uniform or alternate from lay
to layer, defining the system chirality~overall layer chiral-
ity!, i.e., homochiral or racemic, respectively@2#. The system
chirality and clinicity ~synclinic and anticlinic between
neighboring layers! specify the polar order, ferroelectric an
antiferroelectric; synclinic ferroelectric and anticlinic antife
roelectric structures being homochiral, while synclinic an
ferroelectric and anticlinic ferroelectric ones being racem
@3#.

The first target compound was P-n-(O-)PIMB @1# and
their homologous series, in which racemic and homoch
antiferroelectric structures have been identified. Recently,
effects of substituted groups@4–6# and asymmetric end
chains@7# on the phase structures have also been discus
One of the phases of a molecule with asymmetric end ch
was suggested to have a homochiral ferroelectric struct
The competition between molecular chirality derived fro
asymmetric carbons and the layer chirality due to the m
lecular tilt was also discussed using P-n-(O-)PIMB and an
analog with asymmetric carbons in the terminal chains@8,9#.
The existence of a racemic ferroelectric structure was c
firmed by texture observation and second-harmonic gen
tion observations@10#.

In determining the molecular orientation of bent-shap
molecules, we always encounter the problem of domain s
Sometimes, application of an electric field is effective
form relatively large domains. However, the field across c
always induces circular domains, though in-plane field
found to be effective in obtaining uniform domains. Wh
one wants to determine molecular orientations or la
chirality in such circular domains based on optical birefr
gence measurements, information of the local layer struc
is also important. In conventional x-ray diffraction measu
1063-651X/2003/68~1!/011706~5!/$20.00 68 0117
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ments, however, only an averaged structure is obtained,
cause a beam size is at least 0.130.1 mm2. In this respect,
an x-ray microbeam serves as a powerful and effective te
nique. In this paper, the local layer structures have been
vestigated by x-ray microbeam diffraction in the circular d
mains of the SmCP phase of a bent-shaped molecule. It w
found that the structures obtained by a different field tre
ment are quite different, though their textures are optica
very similar.

II. EXPERIMENT

The sample used was an achiral banana-shaped mole
P-10-PIMB, whose chemical structure and phase seque
are shown in Fig. 1~a!. Homogeneously aligned cells wer
prepared using glass plates with indium tin oxide. The gl

FIG. 1. ~a! Chemical structure and phase sequence of a typ
banana-shaped molecule.~b! Experimental geometry of the x-ra
microbeam diffraction.~c! Schematic illustrations of layer struc
tures and their correspondingv- andx-rocking curve profiles.
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FIG. 2. ~a! A photomicrograph of circular domain during application of a very low field. The obtained domain is the coexiste
homochiral and racemic ones. The measurements were made along the white arrow with a step of 5mm. ~b! Two-dimensional~2D! contour
plot of v-scan profiles as a function of irradiated position. Gray scale indicates the diffraction intensity and the ordinate correspon
irradiated position step numbers.~c! Spatially varying model layer structure under negligibly weak field.
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surface was neither coated with any polymer alignment la
nor rubbed. Sample cell gaps were ca. 8mm and the thick-
ness of the glass substrates was 150mm. We could obtain
relatively large circular domains by applying an electric fie
during gradual cooling from the isotropic liquid. In th
sample preparation, we used three types of field treatm
~1! 1 kHz, 615 V/mm square wave,~2! 5 Hz, 63 V/mm
triangular wave, and~3! 5 Hz, 60.25 V/mm triangular wave.
A high square wave@type ~1!# induces a racemic domain an
a low triangular wave@type ~2!# induces a complex structur
with racemic and homochiral domains. A very small triang
lar field @type ~3!# was used just to create circular domai
without changing the layer structure.

X-ray microbeam measurements were performed at
Photon Factory on the beam line 4A ~Tsukuba!. The x-ray
energy was monochromated to 8 keV (l51.55 Å). The in-
cident beam was collimated using a Si/W multilayer mirr
with an angular divergence of 0.5 mrad and the spatial re
lution was 3.534 mm2. The detail of the optical geometry i
shown in Fig. 1~b! @11,12#. In order to measure the layer ti
angle normal to the substrate, intensity profiles were
tained by rotating a cell about theZ axis ~v scan! normal to
the beam with the detector fixed at the 2u diffraction angle
corresponding to the smectic layer spacing. On the o
hand, when the layer tilt in the substrate plane was measu
a position sensitive photon counter~PSPC! was vertically
located at the 2u diffraction angle. Since the receiving slit o
2 mm was set just in front of the PSPC, a diffraction pe
could be detected even if the layer was tilted in the subst
plane by ca. 30° with respect to the horizontal~X! direction.
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Thus, the signals detected by the PSPC are equivalen
those obtained by rotating a cell about the cell surface n
mal ~x scan!. Figure 1~c! summarizes schematic profiles e
pected for bookshelf, vertical chevron (v-chevron! and hori-
zontal chevron~h-chevron! structures@12#.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Structure during very weak field application

In order to have just a small well-defined domain witho
deforming the layer structure, a negligibly weak electric fie
~60.25 V/mm! was applied. Figure 2~a! is the texture thus
obtained, where homochiral SmCAPA and racemic SmCSPA
layers coexist. The x-ray measurements were conducted
ing application of the field. Thev-scan profiles with a step o
5 mm along the white arrow@see Fig. 2~a!# are shown in Fig.
2~b!. At a position far from the circle center (N50), a sharp
single peak was observed atv;112°, indicating a mono-
tilted layer structure. As the irradiated position approach
the center, another peak appears atv5211° and gradually
gains the intensity. Both peak intensities atv5211° and
112° become the same atN54. This indicates that the laye
structure changes from monotilted to chevron. On furth
approaching the center, the peak atv5112° disappears and
the other peak appears atv;0°. Close to the circle center
the peak atv50° becomes dominant and the one atv5
211° disappears. These results suggest that the l
changes from monotilted to chevron and bookshelf, as ill
trated in Fig. 2~c!. Instead of the chevron layer structur
e

-
e

d

FIG. 3. ~a! A photomicrograph
of a circular domain during appli-
cation of a low field. The mea-
surements were made along th
white arrow with a step of 5mm.
~b! 2D contour plot ofv-scan pro-
files as a function of irradiated po
sition. Gray scale indicates th
diffraction intensity and the ordi-
nate corresponds to the irradiate
position step numbers.~c! Spa-
tially varying model layer struc-
ture under a low field.
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LOCAL LAYER STRUCTURES IN CIRCULAR DOMAINS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 011706 ~2003!
coexistence of opposite monotilted structures is also poss
to be postulated even in such a small beam spot. Accord
to the extinction direction of the texture, dotted circles c
respond to the boundaries of domains with a different la
chirality @2#. The dotted lines in Fig. 2~b! correspond to the
same boundaries, which separate the characteristic three
mains dominantly having monotilted, chevron~or oppositely
monotilted!, and nontilted layer structures.

B. Structure during low field application

To further grow circular domains, a slightly higher vol
age wave was applied. Obtained domains were partially
cular domains, and the layer chirality was racem
(SmCSPA) and partially mixed domains of opposite hom
chiral layers as far as we observed the domain textures
shown in Fig. 3~a!. Figure 3~b! shows thev-scan profile
obtained during application of the low field. Data were tak
along the white arrow in Fig. 3~a! with 5-mm steps. Apart
from the circle center, a sharp single peak is observed av
;220°, indicating the monotilted layer structure. As t
irradiated position approaches the center, the peak beco
broad and its position is gradually shifted to small angl
Finally, in the vicinity of the center, a peak is observed
v522°, indicating almost a nontilted structure. As sch
matically shown in Fig. 3~c!, the spatial variation of the loca
layer structure is different from that shown in Fig. 2~c!. It is
interpreted that the applied field smoothens the discontinu
change from the monotilted to the nontilted layer structu

Now a question arises: How do the molecules arrang
such spatially varying layer structure? Two situations can
imagined in order to compensate for the volume change
each layer due to the spatial variation of the layer tilt angle
the substrate normal, as observed in Fig. 3~b!; i.e., ~1! in-
plane layer tilt~h chevron! is produced or~2! layer thickness
spatially changes. To address this problem, two experim

FIG. 4. x-scan profiles at two irradiated positions (N53 and
15!. They were obtained at fixed sample rotation angles,220° (N
53) and22.5° (N515).
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were conducted;x-scan and layer thickness measuremen
Figure 4 shows thex-scan profiles observed atN53 and

15, where monotilted and nontilted layer structures
formed, respectively. Contrary to the expectation, the sit
tion is opposite; the monotilted layer region hash-chevron,
which cannot compensate for the layer volume change.

The 2u scan was made to obtain layer spacings at th
positions (N53, 8, and 15!, wherev peaks were observed a
v5218.4°, 211.2° ~monotilted!, and 22.2° ~almost non-
tilted! in Fig. 3~b!, respectively. As shown in Fig. 5, only
very small layer spacing difference was observed at th
positions. Generally, the layer tiltd originates from the layer
shrinkage due to molecular tiltu as observed in SmC of
rodlike liquid crystalline molecules@13# so thatd varies with
temperature dependentu. If the layer tilt is caused by the
layer shrinkage, a layer tilt of 20° corresponds to 6%~2.4 Å!
shrinkage of a layer thickness. The present result of alm
constant layer thickness indicates thatu does not change in
the circular domain. Hence, the only scenario at this st
needed to explain the volume change of each layer ass
ated with the layer tilt is the introduction of wedge disloc
tions in the layer structure.

Another noticeable observation in Fig. 5 is that the ang
lar distribution of the scattering becomes sharp in the ou
region of the circular domain (N53). Together with the fact
that the diffraction peak position saturates to about 20° in
outer region@Fig. 3~b!#, the tilted layer is concluded to b
more favorable. The spatial variation of the layer structu
will be discussed later.

C. Structure change by application of a high electric field

It is known that relatively large circular racemi
(SmCSPA) domains can be grown by application of a hig
rectangular wave@14#. Here, we show the layer structures
the presence of such a high field and also after termina
the field. Figures 6~a! and 6~b! show photomicrographs take
during and after the application of a high field. The existen
of a relatively large racemic (SmCSPA) circular domain is
realized due to the fact that the extinction direction in th
domain is parallel to the layer normal during the field app
cation under crossed polarizers, as shown in Fig. 6~a!. The
appearance of a lot of stripes after turning off the high fie
@see Fig. 6~b!# is also characteristic to SmCSPA domains.

The x-ray analysis was made at positions along the w
arrows with a 12.5-mm step. Thev-scan profiles during and
after the field application are totally different, as shown
Figs. 6~c! and 6~d!: Namely, a single sharp peak is observ
at v;0° at all the irradiated positions@Fig. 6~c!# under the
high field, indicating that the layer forms vertical bookshe
r
i-
FIG. 5. X-ray diffraction pro-
files corresponding to the laye
thickness at three irradiated pos
tions.
6-3
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FIG. 6. Photomicrographs of a circular do
main ~a! during and~b! after the application of a
high field. The measurements were made alo
the white arrow with a step of 12.5mm. The do-
main is the same as that in Fig. 3~a!. 2D contour
plots ofv-scan profiles as a function of irradiate
position~c! during and~d! after the application of
a high field corresponding to the white arrows
~a! and ~b!. Gray scale indicates the diffractio
intensity and the ordinate corresponds to the ir
diated position step numbers. Schematic loc
layer structures of the circular domain~e! during
and ~f! after the application of the electric field.
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irrespective of the positions in the circular domain. Contra
to the profiles in the presence of a field, thev-scan profiles
after terminating the field strongly depend on the dom
position. Apart from the circle center (N51 and 20!, a broad
peak ranging over more than 10° to both sides ofv is ob-
served, indicating a curved layer structure. As the irradia
position approaches to the circle center, the distribution
the v-scan peak decreases, and in the vicinity of the ce
(N58 – 10), a single peak is observed atv;0°.

Based on these observations, model layer structu
shown in Figs. 6~e! and 6~f!, i.e., cylindrical and onionlike
~or hand-drum-like! layer structures, are suggested und
high and zero fields, respectively. This structure change
ing and after the field application is quite similar to th
observed in the~anti!ferroelectric liquid crystal planar cell
of rodlike molecules.

We have also carried outx-scan measurements under a
after applying a high field. Thex-scan profiles under the fiel
change in quite a complicated way with positions, as sho
in Fig. 7, wherev was fixed at 0°. This result indicates th
the layer is not uniform but has in-plane modulations. Thx
profiles at each irradiated position exhibit several peaks
as the irradiated position approaches the circle centerN
59), the splitting width of the peak position looks large
This is because the radius of the circular domain decre
with approaching the center. Most of the observed peaks

FIG. 7. 2D contour plots ofx-scan profiles as a function o
irradiated position during application of a high field. The angle ov
is fixed at 0°.
ht
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not broad, suggesting that the layer is sharply bent in
substrate plane rather than curved.

The situations are different during and after the appli
tion of the field. Since thev-scan profiles have a wide dis
tribution at positions far from the center, thex-scan profiles
for v5212.8°, 10.8°, and110.0° are shown in Fig. 8
Apart from the center, a single peak or two peaks can
observed at less than 20° atv5212.8° and110°, and as
the position approaches the center, a lot of quite clear pe
are observed atv50.8°. Unfortunately, it is hard to give
simple model layer structures based on these diffraction d

IV. DISCUSSION

Let us consider how the layer reconstruction occurs. A
sume that the molecules form a bookshelf structure. T
molecular orientations are possible, as shown in Figs. 9~a!
and 9~b!, where the layer polarizations are~a! parallel and
~b! perpendicular to substrate surfaces. Two molecular or
tations are also possible for a chevron structure, as show
Figs. 9~c! and 9~d!. Because of the bent shape of the mo
ecule, it is not easy to identify either~a! or ~b! or ~c! or ~d!.
Actually, there are very few reports that discuss these
kinds of polarization orientations. However, the situation b
comes the same when an electric field is applied. Molecu
are switched via a rotation on a cone@see ~a! and ~c!# to
realize a ferroelectric order, as illustrated in Fig. 9~e!. If the
field is strong enough, the polarizations are forced to ori
along the field, making the layer upright, as shown in F
9~f!. This is a driving force for the chevron-to-bookshelf ev
lution by a field.

Another problem that we have to discuss is the spa
variation of the layer tilt along the line passing the center
circular domains. As discussed in Sec. III B, tilted lay
structures seem to be more stable. This idea is supporte
the fact that the layer cannot persist its upright position a
terminating a high electric field. Irrespective of chevron
monotilted layer structures, the tilt sense must be opposit
both sides of the center because of the continuity of the la
tilt around the center. Hence, an undefined region may
created at the central part of the circular domain. The s
plest solution from the viewpoint of symmetry is an uprig
6-4
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FIG. 8. 2D contour plots ofx-scan profiles as
a function of irradiated position after applicatio
of a high field. The angle ofv is fixed at ~a!
212.8°, ~b! 0°, and~c! 110°.
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orientation. Generally, such kind of spatial variation of lay
structures costs a lot of layer deformation energy. Howe
the layer elasticity in the bent-core mesogen is small, res
ing in easily deformable layers. Several experimental fa
support this idea:~1! The layer easily changes its structure
application of an electric field of moderate strength, as m
tioned in Fig. 6;~2! the spiral texture is frequently observe
in theB7 phase; and~3! the circular domains always appe
in the B2 (SmCP) phase. Further experiments and theor
ical consideration are necessary to fully understand the

FIG. 9. Schematic illustration of layer structures with differe
polarization orientations.~a! and ~b! bookshelf layer structures,~c!
and ~d! chevron layer structures. The applied electric field orie
polarizations~e! and reconstructs the layer from chevron~e! to
bookshelf~f!.
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ture of the easily deformable layer structure in bent-core m
sogen systems.

V. CONCLUSION

Using x-ray microbeam diffraction, the local layer stru
tures have been investigated in the circular domains of
SmCP phase of a bent-shaped molecule. The layer struc
depends on the field treatment, and the smectic layer form
cylindrical-type structure during the application of a hig
electric field, while a monotilted layer structure with a sp
tially varying tilt angle is formed under a low electric field
Moreover, it was found that the layer structures change fr
cylindrical to onion after turning off the high field. In th
case where the applied field was almost zero, the layer st
ture discontinuously changes, and its boundary correspo
to that of domains with a different layer chirality. No diffe
ence of layer thickness was observed at the irradiated p
tions with different layer tilt angles. All such layer reorien
tation and spatial variation seem to originate from sm
layer elasticity of this molecular system.
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